
Conversations about Africa on Twitter for the month of August 2021

Executive Summary
 
To shift the stereotypical and harmful narratives about Africa, ANF continues to leverage data to understand the narrative
ecosystem on different online platforms. In this report, we look at the conversations about Africa on twitter in the month
of August 2021.
 

Methodology
Tweets mentioning “Africa” and/or any of the 54 Africa countries have been collected and analyzed. The data is collected
about 3 days after the tweet has been posted to capture close to all reactions (likes, replies and re-tweets) on any given
tweet. For this month, 2,424,405 unique tweets have been analyzed.
 

Hashtags Per Country
To have an overview of what trended across the continent, we have looked at the hashtags that were tagged with African
countries. A hashtag that has been most tagged with a country is mapped to that country as shown in the map graphic
below.
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Map graphic of top Hashtags

Popular Hashtags
 
The table on the right is of the top 10 popular hashtags.
Popularity has been determined by the product of the
number of countries a hashtag is tagged with and the
number of accounts that tweeted that hashtag. The
hashtags have then been ordered by the number of a
countries a hashtag is tagged. We see #Covid19 is the most
popular hashtag that has been tagged with 49 African
countries. #BBNaija comes in second place in 45 countries,
followed by #Tokyo2020 in 44 countries, #Afghanistan in
38, #ZambiaDecides2021, #Afrobasket2021 and Bitcoin all
in 22 countries. The last three hashtags (#TigrayGenocide,
#UnityForEthiopia and #TPLFTerroristGroup) all about the
situation in Tigray region in Ethiopia.
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Top 10 Hashtags

Text Name

Silicon Valley getting
close to cracking the
technologies of Ancient
Egypt
https://t.co/7fp7ZOZ1JV

The Vaporwave
Listener

If there was a conspiracy
to harm ppl with vaccines
they’d be flooding Africa
with them, except on
contrary, they’re
depriving Africa.

Bae Guevara

Priti Patel’s own parents
left persecution in Uganda
to come here. In 1972, Ted
Heath agreed to take in
28,000 Ugandan Asians
fleeing Idi Amin. 28,000 in
one year, despite the
protests of Enoch Powell..

Aditya
Chakrabortty

Nigeria’s nollywood
horror photographed by
Pieter Hugo
https://t.co/gsjcthwDlm
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The topography of Africa
https://t.co/Put7lNk5Sy
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Most liked Tweets

The most liked tweet is about clean technology to
generate electricity from a river that was used in
ancient Egypt. See twitter below. The next most liked
tweet is about the deprivation of vaccines to Africa.
Then one to do with refugees from Uganda during Idi
Amin's regime. The last two tweets are pictures from
Nollywood and Africa's topography.

Most Liked Pictures about Africa

Below is a table of the positive sentiment tweets tagged with
countries. Unlike the negative ones, the positive ones are
unique per country, as seen from the hashtags.

Country Hashtag Sentiment Tweets Count

Saint Helena#N804CP

Zambia #ZambiaDecides2021

Mauritius #BeachcomberExperience

Gambia #TotalEnergiesAFCON

Botswana #VaccinateBotswana

2121.24

39,8431.00

4,9530.88

4,8500.86

11,9450.75

Top 5 positive sentiment

The tables below show the aggregate sentiment of the tweets in which the countries were tagged. The algorithm behind
the sentiments assigns sentiment on a scale of -5  for the most negative to +5 for the most positive.

Starting with the top 5 most negative, from the hashtags
that trended in those countries, they all about the Tigray
situation.

Country Hashtag Sentiment Tweets Count

Eritrea #TurkeyDroneSale

Libya #NoNegotiationWithTPLF

Niger #AtrocitiesByTPLF

Ethiopia #Justice4TigraysWomenAn..

Sudan #TigrayGenocide
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28,661-0.86

27,752-0.80

506,072-0.75

83,651-0.66

Top 5 negative sentiment

Commonly used words with selected hashtags
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from afghanistan
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chaos death
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and destruction

Commonly used words with Afghanistan Hashtag
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south africa
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has risen

positivity rate
the pandemic
detected in
doses of

Commonly used words with Covid19 Hashtag
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1 silver
eliud kipchoge

1 gold
kenya

gold medal
burkina faso

women's marathon
the men's
the first

joshua cheptegei

Commonly used words with Tokyo Olympics
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the people
hakainde hichilema
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president elect

in africa
congratulations to

elections zambiadecides2..
electoral commission
opposition leader

one zambia

Commonly used words with Zambia Elections
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top 10
countries in
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ghana
tanzania
nigeria

mauritius
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botswana
ethiopia

Widely tweeting Account
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in tigray
the ethiopian
amhara militia
tekeze river

tigraygenocide https
humeramassacre is

act now
sexual violence

turkeydronesale erd..
sudanese banks

Most tweeting Account

Sentiment

Most tweeting non-media Accounts

The non-media account that mentioned the most African
countries is zoomAfrika1. The account tweeted about 51
African countries. While the account isn’t following any
accounts, it has a following of 14,400 followers. Looking at
the commonly used words, the account shares various facts
about different African countries.

The non-media account that tweeted the most about Africa
in terms of number of tweets is named HantaWedi that
mentioned African countries 1640 times in its tweets.
Looking at the most used words indicated in the table below,
we see the conversations were mostly about the Tigray
situation.

Africa No Filter #ChangingNarratives


